Improve planetary health: reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, recycle
nutrients, manage water and soil
use in a sustainable manner

1. FARM
why

Methods and inputs
for growing food
must evolve

what

Limited access to weather
forecast, soil and water
conditions and market data

what
why

Q

how
“Pay-per-use” rental
and credit platform

5. DISTRIBUTION

Traceable value chains
for better monitoring and
information on food

4. PROCESSING

Tracing food along the
value chain is complex and
expensive

why

Delayed & infrequent
detection of pathogens,
toxins & contaminants

how

how
Mini food processing units: solar
dryers for fruits and vegetables; soymilk
processors for less than US$5000

what

what
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why

what

how

Access to efficient farm
machinery is expensive

Off-grid solar technology
storage units, dryers or chillers

Innovative Technologies
from Farm to Fork

Electromagnetic sensors,
pocket-sized spectrometers
measure instantly and
in real time

Smallholders can re-invest
capital, save or spend more

Drone or airplane-based
imagery, space-borne data,
ground-based sensors;
Big Data; mobile platforms
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Aeroponic, hydroponic
and aquaponic indoor
farming systems; compact
urban container farms

Wearable, wrist-worn scanner
captures data instantly, in realtime enabling tracing of food

why

Small and marginal
farmers can lower their
debt by not having
to own any machinery

what
Micro & small enterprises, schools,
hospitals and community groups
can operate with local crops and
without the need for infrastructure
or intensive training

Infrastructure for
producing healthier foods
is capital-intensive

how

7. FOOD LOSS & WASTE MANAGEMENT
why

what

why

30% to 50% post-harvest
losses in developing
countries

Farmers make quick and
data-driven decisions
to boost crop nutrient value,
productivity and efficiency

how
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2. STORAGE

Reduce time and costs vs. lab tests;
detect counterfeits; accelerate decisions
to prevent food safety scandals

how

Nearly 1/3 of all food ~
US$990 billion a year is
lost / wasted

8. FORK
There are different forms
and magnitude of malnutrition
and eating disorders

Packaging – edible surface layer on produce reduces
oxidation and water loss; fuel cells and built-in sensors
reduce oxygen in refrigerated shipping containers;
on-site smart recycling technology for groceries
and restaurants. Recycling of nutrients, e.g. through
insect protein production

what
why
Extend shelf life by 2–5 times;
reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
odors, and pests, while producing
organic fertilizer and feed
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Improved customization,
precision, visual appeal,
flavor, convenience
and safety

Personalized food solutions:
capsules, ingredients based on
pre-selected cloud-based recipes
fed into a 3D food printer
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